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The quantum phases of matter
Subir Sachdev
Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138
Ip r e s e n tas e l e c t i v es u r v e yo ft h ep h a s e so fq u a n t u mm a t t e rw i t hv a r i e t i e so fm a n y -
particle quantum entanglement. I classify the phases as gapped, conformal, or compress-
ible quantum matter. Gapped quantum matter is illustrated by a simple discussion of
the Z2 spin liquid, and connections are made to topological ﬁeld theories. I discuss how
conformal matter is realized at quantum critical points of realistic lattice models, and
make connections to a number of experimental systems. Recent progress in our under-
standing of compressible quantum phases which are not Fermi liquids is summarized.
Finally, I discuss how the strongly-coupled phases of quantum matter may be described
by gauge-gravity duality. The structure of the Nc →∞limit of SU(Nc)g a u g et h e o r y ,
coupled to adjoint fermion matter at non-zero density, suggests aspects of gravitational
duals of compressible quantum matter.
Rapporteur presentation at the 25th Solvay Conference on Physics,
The Theory of the Quantum World, Brussels, Oct 19-22, 2011
1. Introduction
Some of the most stringest tests and profound consequences of the quantum theory
appear in its application to large numbers of electrons in crystals. Sommerfeld and
Bloch’s early theory of electronic motion in metals treated the electrons as largely
independent particles moving in the periodic potential created by the crystalline
background. The basic principles were the same as in Schr¨ odinger’s theory of atomic
structure: the electrons occupy ‘orbitals’ obtained by solving the single particle
Schr¨ odinger equation, and mainly feel each other via Pauli’s exclusion principle.
Extensions of this theory have since led to a remarkably complete and quantitative
understanding of most common metals, superconductors, and insulators.
In the past thirty years, the application of quantum theory to many particle
physics has entered a new terrain. It has become clear that many phases of quan-
tum matter cannot be described by extensions of the one-particle theory, and new
paradigms of the quantum behavior of many particles are needed. In an inﬂuen-
tial early paper,1 Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) emphasized that the quan-
tum theory implied non-local correlations between states of well separated electrons
which they found unpalatable. Bell later showed2 that such non-local correlations
could not be obtained in any classical hidden variable theory. Today, it is common to
refer to such non-local EPR correlations as quantum entanglement. Many varieties
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of entanglement play a fundamental role in the structure of the phases of quantum
matter, and it is often long-ranged. Remarkably, the long-range entanglement ap-
pears in the natural state of the many materials at low enough temperatures, and
does not require delicate preparation of speciﬁc quantum states after protection
from environmental perturbations.
The structure of Sommerfeld-Bloch theory of metals is summarized in Fig. 1.
The electrons occupy single-particle states labelled by a momentum k below the
Band
Insulator
E
k
Metal
Superconductor
Fig. 1. Schematic of the phases of matter which can be described by extensions of the independent
electron theory.
Fermi energy EF. The states with energy equal to EF deﬁne a (d − 1)-dimensional
‘Fermi surface’ in momentum space (in spatial dimension d), and the low energy
excitations across the Fermi surface are responsible for the metallic conduction.
When the Fermi energy lies in an energy gap, then the occupied states completely
ﬁll a set of bands, and there is an energy gap to all electronic excitations: this
deﬁnes a band insulator, and the band-ﬁlling criterion requires that there be an
even number of electrons per unit cell. Upon including the eﬀect of electron-electron
interactions, which can be quite large, both the metal and the band insulator remain
adiabatically connected to the states of free electrons illustrated in Fig. 1. Finally,May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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in the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieﬀer theory, a superconductor is obtained when the
electrons form pairs, and the pairs Bose condense. In this case, the ground state is
typically adiabatically connected to the Bose-Einstein condensate of electron pairs,
which is a simple product of single boson states.
Here, I will give a selective survey of the phases of quantum matter which cannot
be adiabatically connected to free electron states, and which realize the diﬀerent
ﬂavors of many-body quantum entanglement. I will organize the discussion by clas-
sifying the states by the nature of their excitation spectrum. Readers interested
primarily in strange metals can skip ahead to Section 4.
First, in Section 2, I will consider phases in which there is a gap to all excitations
in the bulk matter (although, there may be gapless excitations along the boundary).
Despite the absence of low energy excitations, such states can have subtle forms of
many body entanglement which are described by topological ﬁeld theories.
Section 3 will consider states which are gapless, with the zero energy excitations
only found at isolated points in the Brillouin zone. Such states often have an excita-
tion spectrum of massless relativistic particles, with the role of the velocity of light
being played by a smaller velocity associated with the lattice Hamiltonian. More-
over, many such states are described by a quantum ﬁeld theory which is invariant
under conformal transformations of spacetime, and hence Section 3 will describe
‘conformal’ quantum matter.
Section 4 will turn to ‘compressible’ quantum matter, in which the density of
particles can be varied smoothly by an external chemical potential, without changing
the basic characteristics of the phase. All known examples of such phases have zero
energy excitations along a (d − 1)-dimensional surface in momentum space, just as
in the free electron metal.a However, there is much experimental and theoretical
interest in describing so-called ‘strange metals’, which are compressible states not
smoothly connected to the free electron metal. I will summarize recent theoretical
studies of strange metals.
Section 5 will discuss emerging connections between the above studies of the
phases of quantum matter and string theory. I will summarize a new perspective on
the gravity duals of compressible states.
aThe categories of conformal and compressible matter overlap in d =1 .A l m o s ta l lo fo u rd i s c u s s i o n
will focus on d =2a n dh i g h e r .May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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2. Gapped quantum matter
The earliest discussion of the non-trivial phases of gapped quantum matter emerged
in studies of Mott insulators. These insulators appear when Coulomb repulsion is
the primary impediment to the motion of electrons, rather than the absence of
single particle states for band insulators. In a situation where there are an odd
number of electrons per unit cell, the independent electron approach necessarily
leads to partially ﬁlled bands, and hence predicts the presence of a Fermi surface
and metallic behavior. However, if the Coulomb repulsion, U, is large compared to
the bandwidth, W, then the motion of the charge of the electrons can be suﬃciently
suppressed to yield a vanishing conductivity in the limit of zero temperature.
For a simple example of a Mott insulator, consider electrons hopping in a single
band on the triangular lattice. After the Coulomb repulsion localizes the electron
charge, the Hilbert space can be truncated to the quantum states in which there
is precisely one electron on each site. This Hilbert space is not trivial because we
have not speciﬁed the spins of the electrons: indeed the spin degeneracy implies
that there are 2N states in this truncated Hilbert space, in a lattice of N sites.
The degeneracy of these spin states is lifted by virtual processes involving charge
ﬂuctuations, and these lead to the Hamiltonian of a Heisenberg antiferromagnet
HAF = J
￿
￿ij￿
￿ Si · ￿ Sj + ... (1)
where ￿ Si is the S =1 /2 spin operator acting on the electron on site i, J ∼ W2/U > 0
is the exchange interaction generated by the virtual processes, and the ellipses in-
dicates omitted terms generated at higher orders in a W/U expansion. The exact
ground state of HAF is not known. However, for the truncated Hamiltonian with
only nearest neighbor exchange, there is good numerical evidence3 that the ground
state has long-range antiferromagnetic (N´ eel) order of the type illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this state, the spins behave in an essentially classical manner. Each spin has a
mean polarization, oriented along the arrows in Fig. 2, and there are quantum spin
ﬂuctuations about this average direction. There are gapless spin-wave excitations
above this ground state, and so this state is not an example of gapped quantum
matter. Furthermore, this ground state is adiabatically connected to the classical
state with frozen spins, and so this state does not carry the kind of quantum en-
tanglement we are seeking.
To obtain gapped quantum matter, we have to consider the possibility of a dif-
ferent type of ground state of antiferromagnets in the class described by HAF.T h i s
is the resonating valence bond (RVB) state of Fazekas and Anderson,4 illustrated
in Fig. 3. This state is a linear superposition of the very large number of possible
singlet pairings between the electrons. It thus generalizes the chemical resonance of
π-bonds in the benzene ring to an inﬁnite number of electrons on a lattice. Such
a RVB wavefunction was written down early on by Pauling,5 who proposed it as a
theory of a correlated metal. Anderson6 applied the RVB state to the spin physics
of a Mott insulator, and Kivelson et al.7 noted that it exhibits the phenomenon ofMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Fig. 2. Ground state of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the triangular lattice with long-range
antiferromagnetic order. This state is not an example of gapped quantum matter.
Fig. 3. A snapshot of the RVB state on the triangular lattice. Each ellipse represents a singlet
valence bond, (|↑ ↓ ￿−|↓ ↑ ￿ )/
√
2. The RVB state is a superposition of all diﬀerent singlet pairings,
of which only one is shown above.
spin-charge separation: there are spinon excitations which carry spin S =1 /2b u t
do not transfer any charge, as shown in Fig. 4.
Our understanding of the physics of RVB states advanced rapidly after the dis-
covery of cuprate high temperature superconductivity in 1986. Baskaran and An-
derson8 pointed out that a natural language for the description of RVB-like statesMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Fig. 4. A spinon excitation of the RVB state. The spinon carries spin S =1 /2b u ti se l e c t r i c a l l y
neutral.
is provided by lattice gauge theory: the constraint on the Hilbert space of one elec-
tron per site can be mapped onto the Gauss law constraint of lattice gauge theory.
This mapping implies that RVB states can also have neutral, spinless excitations
which are the analogs of the ‘photon’ of gauge theories. However, for this picture
of the RVB state to hold, it is required that the gauge theory have a stable decon-
ﬁned phase in which the spinons can be considered as nearly free particles. Rokhsar
and Kivelson9 described RVB physics in terms of the ‘quantum dimer’ model, and
discovered a remarkable solvable point at which the simplest RVB state, the equal
superposition of all nearest-neighbor singlet pairings, was the exact ground state.
Fradkin and Kivelson10 showed that the quantum dimer model on a bipartite lattice
was equivalent to a certain compact U(1) lattice gauge theory. However, it remained
unclear whether the solvable RVB state was a special critical point, or part of a RVB
phase. It was subsequently argued11 that such U(1) RVB states are generically un-
stable to conﬁnement transitions to states in which the valence bonds crystallize
in periodic patterns (now called valence bond solids (VBS); see Fig. 12 later). A
stable RVB phase ﬁrst appearedb in independent works by Wen,14 and Read and
the author,15,16 who identiﬁed it as a deconﬁned phase of a discrete Z2 gauge the-
ory.17–20 The quantum dimer model on the triangular and kagome lattices provides
examples of Z2 RVB phases,21 and includes the exactly solvable model as a generic
point within the phase.22–24 The Z2 RVB state has a gap to all excitations, and so
this is a realization of gapped quantum matter with long-range entanglement. The
bIa l s on o t et h ec h i r a ls p i nl i q u i d , 12,13 which breaks time-reversal symmetry spontaneously. It
is closer in spirit to quantum Hall states to be noted later, than to the RVB which breaks no
symmetries.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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analog of the photon in this discrete gauge theory is a gapped topological excitation
known as a ‘vison’, and is illustrated in Fig. 5. This is a vortex-like excitation, and
-1
-1
Fig. 5. The gapped ‘vison’ excitation of the Z2 RVB state. This is an excited state whose wave-
function is similar to the RVB ground state of Fig. 3. However, the linear superposition over
diﬀerent valence bond conﬁgurations has changes in the signs of the terms: the sign is determined
by the parity of the number of valence bonds which intersect a ‘branch-cut’ (the dashed red line)
emanating from the center of the vison. The properties of the vison are independent of the speciﬁc
location of the branch-cut, which can be viewed as a gauge choice. There is Z2 gauge ﬂux only in
the plaquette indicated by the red circle.
can propagate across the antiferromagnet like any point particle. It carries neither
spin nor charge and only energy, and so is ‘dark matter’.
One of the important consequences of the existence of the vison is that the
degeneracy of the RVB state depends upon the topology of the manifold upon
which the spins reside: hence it is often stated that the RVB state has ‘topological
order’. Imagine placing the triangular lattice antiferromagnet on the torus, as shown
in Fig. 6. Then we can arrange the branch-cut of the vison so that the Z2 gauge ﬂux
penetrates one of the holes of the torus. For a suﬃciently large torus, this gauge
ﬂux has negligible eﬀect on the energy, and so leads to a two-fold ground state
degeneracy. We can also place the Z2 in the other hole of the torus, and so the
ground state is four-fold degenerate.7,9,25,26
This ground state degeneracy of the Z2 RVB state can be viewed as a reﬂection
of its long-range entanglement. Note that all spin-spin correlation functions decay
exponentially fast in the ground state. Nevertheless, there are EPR-type long-range
correlations by which the quantum state ‘knows’ about the global topology of the
manifold on which it resides. The non-trivial entanglement is also evident in Kitaev’s
solvable models27,28 which realize Z2 spin liquids.
Another measure of the long-range entanglement is provided by the behaviorMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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vison
Fig. 6. Topological ground state degeneracy of the Z2 RVB state. The triangular lattice antifer-
romagnet is placed on the surface of the torus. The dashed line is a branch cut as in Fig. 5. The
Z2 gauge ﬂux is now contained in the hole of the torus and so has little inﬂuence on the spins.
of the entanglement entropy, SE. The deﬁnition of this quantity is illustrated in
Fig. 7. We divide the triangular lattice antiferromagnet into two spatial regions,
B
A
Fig. 7. The entanglement entropy of region A is deﬁned by tracing over all the degrees of freedom
in region B, and computing the von Neumann entropy of the resulting density matrix.
A and B. Then we trace over the spins in region B and obtain the density matrix
ρA =T r Bρ,w h e r eρ = |Ψ￿￿Ψ|,w i t h|Ψ￿ the ground state of the full triangular
lattice. The entanglement entropy is SE = −Tr (ρA lnρA). A fundamental feature
of the entanglement entropy is that for gapped quantum matter it is expected to
obey the ‘area law’; for the present two-dimensional quantum system, this is the
statementc
SE = aP − γ (2)
cEq. (2) is deﬁned in the limit P →∞ ,t a k e nf o raﬁ x e ds h a p eo ft h er e g i o nA ;w i t hs u c hal i m i t ,
there is no ambiguity in the deﬁnition of γ.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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where P is the perimeter of the boundary between regions A and B. The constant
a depends upon microscopic details of the system under consideration, and is not
particularly interesting. Our attention is focused on the value of the oﬀset γ:t h i si s
believed to provide a universal characterization of the entanglement of the quantum
state. For a band insulator, the entanglement can only depend upon local physics
near the boundary,29 and it is expected that γ = 0. For the Z2 RVB state, it was
found30–32 that γ = ln(2): this value of γ is then a signature of the long-range
entanglement in this state of gapped quantum matter.
These topological aspects of the Z2 RVB state can be made more explicit by
a mapping of the Z2 gauge theory to a doubled Chern-Simons gauge theory.33–37
The latter is a topological ﬁeld theory, and there is a direct connection between its
properties and those of the Z2 RVB state. Indeed the 4-fold ground state degeneracy
on a torus, and the value of the oﬀset γ in the entanglement entropy can also be
computed in this Chern-Simons theory.38,39
A good candidate for a Z2 RVB state is the kagome antiferromagnet.40–43 Av e r y
recent numerical study44 has provided remarkable conclusive evidence for the con-
stant γ = ln(2) in the entanglement entropy. And neutron scattering experiments on
such an antiferromagnet display clear signatures of deconﬁned spinon excitations.45
There is also compelling evidence for fractionalization and topological order in an
easy-axis kagome antiferromagnet.46–48 And ﬁnally, several recent studies49–52 have
argued for a gapped spin liquid in a frustrated square lattice antiferromagnet.
Another large set of widely studied examples of gapped quantum matter states
are the quantum Hall states, and the related chiral spin liquids.12,13 We will not
discuss these here, apart from noting their relationship to the Z2 RVB states. The
quantum Hall states do not respect time-reversal invariance and so their topological
properties can be described by Chern-Simons theories with a single gauge ﬁeld (in
the simplest cases). Like the Z2 RVB states, they have ground state degeneracies
on a torus, and non-zero values of the entanglement entropy oﬀset γ. The quantum
Hall states also generically have gapless edge excitations which play a crucial role
in their physical properties, and such gapless states are not present in the simplest
Z2 RVB state we have discussed above.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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3. Conformal quantum matter
This section considers phases of matter which have gapless excitations at isolated
points in the Brillouin zone. A simple recent example is graphene, illustrated in
Fig. 8. This has a low energy spectrum of 4 massless Dirac fermions. These fermions
Fig. 8. The carbon atoms in graphene (top). The π orbitals on the carbon atoms from a half-
ﬁlled band, the lower half of which is shown (bottom). Notice the Dirac cones at six points in the
Brillouin zone. Only two of these points are inequivalent, and there is a two-fold spin degeneracy,
and so 4 two-component massless Dirac fermions constitute the low energy spectrum.
interact with the instantaneous Coulomb interaction, which is marginally irrelevant
at low energies, and so the Dirac fermions are free. The theory of Dirac fermions is
conformally invariant, and so we have a simple realization of a conformal ﬁeld theory
in 2+1 spacetime dimensions: a CFT3. More recently Dirac fermions have also
appeared, in both theory and experiment, on the boundary of topological insulators.
However, our primary interest is in strongly-interacting CFTs, which provide re-
alizations of quantum matter with long-range entanglement. One thoroughly stud-
ied example is provided by the coupled dimer antiferromagnet, illustrated in Fig. 9.
This is described by the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnet in Eq. (1),
but with two values of the exchange interactions, with ratio λ. For large λ,t h e
system decouples into dimers, each of which has a spin-singlet valence bond. This is
the quantum paramagnet, which preserves all symmetries of the Hamiltonian and
has a gap to all excitations. On the other hand, for λ close to unity, we obtain a
N´ eel state with long-range antiferromagnetic order, similar to that in Fig. 2. Both
these states have short-range entanglement, and are easily understood by adiabatic
continuity from the appropriate decoupled limit. However, in between these statesMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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λ λc
Quantum critical point with long-
range entanglement; described by a 
conformal field theory (CFT3)
Quantum paramagnet Néel
Fig. 9. The coupled dimer antiferromagnet. The Hamiltonian is as in Eq. (1), with the red bonds
of strength J,a n dt h ed a s h e dg r e e nb o n d so fs t r e n g t hJ/λ (J>0, λ ≥ 1).
is a quantum critical point at λ = λc. There is now compelling numerical evidence53
that this critical point is described by the CFT3 associated with the Wilson-Fisher
ﬁxed point of an interacting ﬁeld theory of a relativistic scalar with 3 components.
Thus a simple generic Heisenberg antiferromagnet ﬂows at low energy to a ﬁxed
point with not only relativistic, but also conformal, invariance.
A notable feature of this CFT3, and of others below, is that it has long-range
entanglement in the same sense as that deﬁned for gapped quantum matter via
Eq. (2). The constant γ is non-zero,54 and is a characteristic universal property of
the CFT3 which depends only on the nature of the long-distance geometry, but not
its overall scale.
A possible realization of the coupled dimer antiferromagnet critical point in two
dimensions is in Ref. 55, but detailed measurements of the excitation spectrum are
not available. However, TlCuCl3 provides nice realization in three dimensions,56
as shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the quantum-critical point is described by the
theory of the 3-component relativistic scalar in 3+1 dimensions; the quartic inter-
action term is marginally irrelevant, and so the critical point is a free CFT4. The
experiments provide an elegant test of the theory of this quantum critical point, as
shown in Fig. 11. The quantum paramagnet has a ‘triplon’ excitation, which can
be interpreted as the oscillation of the scalar ﬁeld ￿ φ about ￿ φ = 0. The N´ eel phase
has gapless spin-wave excitations, which are the Goldstone modes associated withMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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TlCuCl3
Fig. 10. Quantum phase transition in TlCuCl3 induced by applied pressure. Under ambient
pressure, TlCuCl3 is a gapped quantum paramagnet with nearest-neighbor singlet bonds between
the S =1 /2s p i n so nt h eC us i t e s( l e f t ) .U n d e ra p p l i e dp r e s s u r e ,l o n g - r a n g eN ´ e e lo r d e ra p p e a r s
(right).
the broken O(3) symmetry. However, the N´ eel phase also has an excitationd corre-
sponding to oscillations in the magnitude, |￿ φ|, which is the Higgs boson, as discussed
in Refs. 57,58. Because we are in 3+1 dimensions, we can use mean-ﬁeld theory to
estimate the energies of the excitations on the two sides of the critical point. A
simple mean-ﬁeld analysis of the potential for ￿ φ oscillations in a Landau-Ginzburg
theory shows that59
Higgs energy at pressure P = Pc + δP
Triplon energy at pressure P = Pc − δP
=
√
2, (3)
where Pc is the critical pressure in Fig. 11, and δP is a small pressure oﬀset. This
ratio is well obeyed59 by the data in Fig. 11
The quantum antiferromagnet of Fig. 9 is special in that it has two S =1 /2p e r
unit cell: this makes the structure of the quantum paramagnet especially simple, and
allows for description of the quantum critical point by focusing on the ﬂuctuations
of the N´ eel order alone. The situation becomes far more complex, with new types
of CFT3s, when we consider models with a single S =1 /2 per unit cell. A promi-
nent example is the frustrated square lattice antiferromagnet. With only nearest
dThe Higgs excitation is damped by its ability to emit gapless spin waves: this damping is marginal
in d =3 ,b u tm u c hm o r ei m p o r t a n ti nd =2 .May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Fig. 11. Neutron scattering measurements56 of the excitation spectrum across the quantum phase
transition in TlCuCl3.T h eq u a n t u mp a r a m a g n e th a s“ t r i p l o n ”e x c i t a t i o n s ,c o r r e s p o n dt oS =
1t r i p l e ts e t sh o p p i n gf r o md i m e rt od i m e r .T h eN ´ e e ls t a t eh a sg a p l e s ss p i n - w a v ee x c i t a t i o n s
associated with the broken symmetry. It also has a Higgs particle excitation, associated with the
oscillations in the magnitude of the N´ eel order parameter.
neighbor interactions, the square lattice antiferromagnet has long-range N´ eel or-
der, as illustrated on the left side of Fig. 12. After applying additional interactions
which destablize the N´ eel state, but preserve full square lattice symmetry, certain
antiferromagnets exhibit a quantum phase transition to a VBS state which restores
spin rotation invariance but breaks lattice symmetries.60 It has been argued61,62
that this quantum phase transition is described by a ﬁeld theory of a non-compact
U(1) gauge ﬁeld coupled to a complex bosonic spinor i.e. a relativistic boson which
carries unit charge of the U(1) gauge ﬁeld and transforms as a S =1 /2 fundamental
of the global SU(2) spin symmetry (note to particle theorists: here “spin” refers to
a global symmetry analogous to ﬂavor symmetry, and so there are no issues with
the spin-statistics theorem). Evidence for this proposal has appeared in numerical
studies by Sandvik,63 as illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows remarkable evidence for
an ‘emergent photon’. It is possible that the experimental system of Ref. 55 exhibits
a N´ eel-VBS transition.
A separate question is whether the critical point of this theory of a non-compact
U(1) photon coupled to the relativistic boson is described by a CFT3. The existence
of such a ‘deconﬁned critical point’ has been established by a 1/N expansion, in a
model in which the global SU(2) symmetry is enlarged to SU(N). Recent numerical
studies64 also show strong support for the existence of the deconﬁned critical theory
for N>4. The important N = 2 case has not been settled, although there isMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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s sc
N´ eel state
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b) or
Valence bond solid (VBS) state
with a nearly gapless, emergent “photon”
Long-range entanglement described by a quantum field theory 
with an emergent U(1) “photon”
Fig. 12. Possible phases of a square lattice antiferromagnet, tuned by additional frustrating in-
teractions which are controlled by the parameter s.T h eN ´ e e ls t a t eb r e a k ss p i nr o t a t i o ns y m m e t r y .
The VBS state breaks lattice symmetry by modulating the amplitudes of singlet bonds on the
various links of the lattice.
now evidence for a continuous transition with rather slow transients away from the
scaling behavior.65,66
In the near future, ultracold atoms appear to be a promising arena for exper-
imental studies of CFT3s. Bosonic 87Rb atoms were observed to undergo such a
quantum phase transition in an optical lattice,67 as shown in Fig. 14. The quantum
critical point here is described by the same relativistic scalar ﬁeld theory as that
discussed above for the dimer antiferromagnet, but with the ﬁeld ￿ φ now having
two components with a global O(2) symmetry linked to the conservation of bo-
son number.68 This critical point is described by the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point in
2+1 dimensions, which realizes a strongly interacting CFT3. Experiments on the
superﬂuid-insulator transition in two dimensions have now been performed,69 and
this opens the way towards a detailed study of the properties of this CFT3. In par-
ticular, the single-site resolution available in the latest experiments70,71 promises
detailed information on real time dynamics with detailed spatial information.
These and other experiments demand an understanding of the real time dynam-
ics of CFT3s at non-zero temperatures (T). We sketch the nature of the T>0
phase diagram for the superﬂuid-insulator transition in Fig. 15. In the blue regions,
the long time dynamics are amenable to a classical description: in the “superﬂuid”May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Fig. 13. Results from the studies of a square lattice antiferromagnet by Sandvik.63 The mea-
surements are at the s = sc critical point between the N´ eel and VBS states of Fig. 12. Dx is a
measure of the VBS order along the x direction: Dx =
￿
j(−)jx ￿ Sj · ￿ Sj+ˆ ex,a n ds i m i l a r l yf o rDy;
here j ≡ (jx,j y)l a b e l ss q u a r el a t t i c es i t e s ,a n dˆ ex is a unit vector in the x direction. The emergent
circular symmetry of the distribution of Dx and Dy is evidence for the existence of a gapless scalar
ﬁeld, which is the dual of the emergent U(1) photon.62,63
Ultracold 87Rb
atoms - bosons
Fig. 14. Bosons in an optical lattice undergo a superﬂuid-insulator transition as the depth of the
optical lattice is increased, when there is an integer density of bosons per site. The critical theory
is described by a relativistic ﬁeld theory of a complex scalar with short-range self interactions.
region we can use the Gross-Pitaevski non-linear wave equation, while in the “insula-
tor” region we can describe the particle and hole excitations of the insulator using a
Boltzmann equation. However, most novel is the pink “Quantum Critical” region,72May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Fig. 15. Non-zero temperature phase diagram of the superﬂuid-insulator transition in two spatial
dimensions. Quasi-long-range superﬂuid order is present below the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
temperature TKT.T h ed a s h e dl i n e sa r el o c a t i o n so fc r o s s o v e r s .
where classical models cannot apply at the longest characteristic time scales. In
fact, in this region, all the characteristic time scales are set by temperature alone,
and we have73,74
τ = C
￿
kBT
(4)
where τ is some appropriately deﬁned relaxation time, and C is a universal con-
stant characteristic of the CFT3. The computation of C, and related dissipative and
transport co-eﬃcients is a challenging task, and is not easily accomplished by the
traditional expansion and renormalization group methods of quantum ﬁeld theory.
It is in these questions that the methods of gauge-gravity duality have had some
impact, as the author has reviewed elsewhere.75May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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4. Compressible quantum matter
As the name implies, compressible states are those whose “density” can be varied
freely by tuning an external parameter. Remarkably, there are only a few known
examples of states which are compressible at T = 0. On the other hand, compressible
quantum phases are ubiquitous in intermetallic compounds studied in recent years,
and many of their observable properties do not ﬁt into the standard paradigms.
So a classiﬁcation and deeper understanding of the possible compressible phases of
quantum matter is of considerable importance.
Let us begin our discussion with a deﬁnition of compressible quantum mat-
ter.75,76
• Consider a continuum, translationally-invariant quantum system with a
globally conserved U(1) charge Q i.e. Q commutes with the Hamiltonian
H. Couple the Hamiltonian to a chemical potential, µ, which is conjugate
to Q: so the Hamiltonian changes to H − µQ. The ground state of this
modiﬁed Hamiltonian is compressible if ￿Q￿ changes smoothly as a function
of µ,w i t hd￿Q￿/dµ non-zero.
A similar deﬁnition applies to lattice models, but let us restrict our attention to
continuum models for simplicity.
Among states which preserve both the translational and global U(1) symmetries,
the only traditional condensed matter state which is compressible is the Fermi
liquid. This is the state obtained by turning on interactions adiabatically on the
Sommerfeld-Bloch state of non-interacting fermions. Note that in our deﬁnition
of compressible states we have allowed the degrees of freedom to be bosonic or
fermionic, but there are no compressible states of bosons which preserve the U(1)
symmetry.
One reason for the sparsity of compressible states is that they have to be gapless.
Because Q commutes with H, changing µ will change the ground state only if there
are low-lying levels which cross the ground state upon an inﬁnitesimal change in
µ. For the gapless states of conformal quantum matter considered in Section 3, a
scaling argument implies a compressibility ∼ Td−1. So such states are compressible
only in d = 1. The known d = 1 compressible states are ‘Luttinger liquids’ or their
variants: they have a decoupled massless relativistic scalar with central charge c =1
representing the ﬂuctuations of Q. We will not be interested in such states here.
The key characteristic of the Fermi liquid is the Fermi surface. For interacting
electrons, the Fermi surface is deﬁned by a zero of the inverse fermion Green’s
function
G
−1
f (|k| = kF,ω= 0) = 0. (5)
The Green’s function is a complex number, and so naively the variation of the single
real parameter |k| in Eq. (5) does not guarantee that a solution for kF is possible.
However, we can ﬁnd kF by solving for the real part of Eq. (5). In all known cases, we
ﬁnd that the imaginary part of G
−1
f also vanishes at this kF: this happens becauseMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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kF is the momentum where the energy of both particle-like and hole-like excitations
vanish, and so there are no lower energy excitations for them to decay to.e
In a Fermi liquid, the Green’s function has a simple pole at the Fermi surface
with
G
−1
f = ω − vFq + O(ω2,q2) (6)
where q = |k|−kF is the minimal distance to the Fermi surface (see Fig. 16), and vF
is the Fermi velocity. The relationship between kF and the density ￿Q￿ in a Fermi
→| q |←
Fig. 16. The Fermi surface. The fermion at the blue point is momentum −q away from the nearest
point on the Fermi surface. There is a sharp quasiparticle pole on the Fermi surface for a Fermi
liquid, as in Eq. (6). There are no quasiparticles in non-Fermi liquids, but a continuum of low energy
excitations which obey Eq. (8); nevertheless, the position of the Fermi surface is well-deﬁned, and
it encloses volume which obeys a Luttinger relation. For the model in Eq. (7), this Fermi surface is
hidden,b e c a u s et h es i n g l ef e r m i o nG r e e n ’ sf u n c t i o ni nE q .( 8 )i sn o tag a u g e - i n v a r i a n to b s e r v a b l e .
liquid is the same as that in the free fermion state: this is the Luttinger relation,
which equates ￿Q￿ to the momentum-space volume enclosed by the Fermi surface
(modulo phase space factors).
Numerous modern materials display metallic, compressible states which are evi-
dently not Fermi liquids. Most commonly, they are associated with metals near the
onset of antiferromagnetic long-range order; these materials invariably become su-
perconducting upon cooling in the absence of an applied magnetic ﬁeld. The onset
of antiferromagnetism in metals, and the proximate presence of “high-Tc”s u p e r -
conductivity, was discussed by the author at the Solvay conference; however, the
eThis argument also shows why the equation for the zeros of the Green’s function Gf(|k|,ω=0 )=
0g e n e r i c a l l yh a sn os o l u t i o n( a l t h o u g ht h e ya r ei m p o r t a n tf o rt h ea p p r o a c hr e v i e w e di nR e f .7 7 ) .
In this case the vanishing of the real part has no physical interpretation, and the imaginary part
need not vanish at the same |k|.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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subject has been reviewed in a separate recent article,78 and so will not be presented
here.
Here, we note another remarkable compressible phase found in the organic insu-
lator EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. This has a triangular lattice of S =1 /2 spins, as in the
antiferromagnet discussed in the beginning of Section 2; however, there are expected
to be further neighbor ring-exchange interactions beyond the nearest-neighbor term
in Eq. (1), and possibly for this reason the ground state does not have antiferromag-
netic order, and nor does it appear to be the gapped Z2 RVB state. Remarkably,
the low temperature thermal conductivity of this material is similar to that of a
metal,79 even though the charge transport is that of an insulator: see Fig. 17. Thus
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Fig. 17. From Ref. 79. The longitudinal thermal conductivity κxx as a function of temperature
(T)f o rE t M e 3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2,a ni n s u l a t i n ga n t i f e r r o m a g n e to fS =1 /2s p i n so nat r i a n g u l a r
lattice (sketched at the top). The notable feature is the non-zero value of limT→0 κxx/T,w h i c hi s
characteristic of thermal transport of fermions near a Fermi surface.
this material is a charge insulator, but a thermal metal. One possible explanation
is that there is a Fermi surface of spinons,80–85 which would also be consistent with
the observed non-zero spin susceptibility. This Fermi sea of spinons realizes a phase
of compressible quantum matter, where the conserved charge Q is identiﬁed with
the total spin.
Motivated by these and other experiments, we now turn to a discussion of aMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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much-studied realization of compressible quantum matter which is not a Fermi
liquid. This is the problem of fermions, ψ, at non-zero density coupled to an Abelian
or non-Abelian gauge ﬁeld, Aa, of a Lie group.f We can schematically write the
Lagrangian as
L = ψ† (∂τ − iAa
τta − µh)ψ −
1
2m
ψ† (∇ − iAata)
2 ψ +
1
4g2F2 (7)
where F is the ﬁeld tensor, τ is imaginary time, µ is the chemical potential, ta are
the generators of the gauge group, h is the generator of the conserved charge Q (h
is distinct from, and commutes with, all the ta), and m is the eﬀective mass. In
the application to spin liquids, ψ represents the fermionic spinons, and Aa is the
emergent gauge ﬁeld of a particular RVB state.
Let us summarize the present understanding of the properties of (7) in spatial
dimension d = 2, obtained by conventional ﬁeld-theoretic analysis.86–98 There is a
universal, compressible ‘non-Fermi liquid’ state with a Fermi surface at precisely
the same kF as that given by the free electron value. However, unlike the Fermi liq-
uid, this Fermi surface is hidden, and characterized by singular, non-quasiparticle
low-energy excitations. It is hidden because the ψ fermion Green’s function is not
a gauge-invariant quantity, and so is not a physical observable. However, in pertur-
bative theoretic analyses, the ψ Green’s function can be computed in a ﬁxed gauge,
and this quantity is an important ingredient which determines the singularities of
physical observables. In the Coulomb gauge, ∇ · Aa = 0, the ψ Green’s function
has been argued to obey the scaling form95
G
−1
ψ = q1−ηΦ(ω/qz) (8)
where q is the momentum space distance from the Fermi surface, as indicated in
Fig. 16. The function Φ is a scaling function which characterizes the continuum of
excitations near the Fermi surface, η is an anomalous dimension, and z is a dynamic
critical exponent. The Fermi liquid result clearly corresponds to η = 0 and z = 1,
and simple form for Φ. For the present non-Fermi liquid, the exponent η was recently
estimated in loop expansions.95,96 It was also found that z =3 /2 to three loops,95
and it is not known if this is an exact result.g
For our discussion below, we need the thermal entropy density, S, of this non-
Fermi liquid compressible state at low temperatures. This is found to be
S ∼ T1/z. (9)
This can be viewed as an analog of the Stefan-Boltzmann law, which states that
S ∼ Td/z for a d-dimensional quantum system with excitations which disperse as
fIt is not clear whether such models apply to EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2.T h et h e o r i e so fR e f s .8 0 – 8 2
have continuous gauge groups, while those of Ref. 83–85 have discrete gauge groups; Eq. (7) does
not apply to the latter.
gIn the condensed matter literature, it is often stated that this theory has z =3 .T h i sr e f e r st o
the dynamic scaling of the gauge ﬁeld propagator, which has95 exactly twice the value of z from
that deﬁned by Eq. 8May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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ω ∼| k|z. In the present case, our critical fermion excitations disperse only transverse
to the Fermi surface, and so they have the phase space, and corresponding entropy,
of eﬀective dimension deﬀ = 1. Following critical phenomena terminology, let us
rewrite Eq. (9) in the form
S ∼ T(d−θ)/z, (10)
where θ is the violation of hyperscaling exponent, deﬁned by deﬀ = d − θ.T h e
present non-Fermi liquid therefore has
θ = d − 1. (11)
We conclude this section by giving a few more details of the derivation of the
above scaling properties of Eq. (7) for the case of a U(1) gauge group, focusing on
the determination of the value of z. In the low energy limit, it has been argued94,95
that we can focus on the gauge ﬁeld ﬂuctuations collinear to single direction p, and
these couple most eﬃciently to fermions at antipodal points on the Fermi surface
where the tangent to the Fermi surface is also parallel to p: see Fig. 18. From
Fig. 18. Low energy limit of Eq. (7). The A gauge-ﬁeld ﬂuctuations with momenta p couple most
eﬃciently to fermions ψ1,2 near Fermi surface points where the tangent is collinear to p.
Eq. (7), it is then straightforward to derive the following low energy action for the
long-wavelength fermions, ψ1,2 at the antipodal points, and the gauge ﬁeld A
S =
￿
dτdxdy
￿
ψ
†
1
￿
∂τ − i∂x − ∂2
y
￿
ψ1 + ψ
†
2
￿
∂τ + i∂x − ∂2
y
￿
ψ2
−gA
￿
ψ
†
1ψ1 − ψ
†
2ψ2
￿
+
1
2
(∂yA)
2
￿
. (12)May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Here g is the gauge coupling constant, and A is the single component of the photon
in d = 2 which is transverse to q. This theory has been studied in great detail in
recent work,94–96 and it was found that the fermion temporal derivative terms are
irrelevant in the scaling limit. Here we will assume that this is the case, and show
how this ﬁxes the value of z. It is easy to see that the spatial gradient terms in S
are invariant under the following scaling transformations:
x → x/s, y → y/s1/2,τ → τ/sz,
A → As (2z+1)/4,ψ → ψs (2z+1)/4. (13)
Then the gauge coupling constant in Eq. (12) is found to transform as
g → gs (3−2z)/4, (14)
and we see that a ﬁxed point theory requires z =3 /2 at tree level. The unusual
feature of this computation is that we have used the invariance of an interaction
term to ﬁx the value of z. Usually, z is determined by demanding invariance of the
temporal derivative terms which are quadratic in the ﬁelds; however, such terms
are strongly irrelevant here, and so can be set to zero at the outset. Indeed the
irrelevance of terms like ψ†∂τψ is an inevitable characteristic of a non-Fermi liquid,
because then the dominant frequency dependence of the fermion Green’s function
arises from the self energy. This opens the possibility of determining z by ﬁxing the
strength of a boson-fermion interaction. In the present case, a lengthy computation95
with S shows that such a tree-level value of z has no corrections to three loops.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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5. Connections to string theory
Recent years have seen a signiﬁcant eﬀort to realize strongly-coupled conformal
and compressible phases of matter using the methods of gauge gravity duality.75
Underlying this connection is the AdS/CFT correspondence which provides a du-
ality between CFTs in d + 1 spacetime dimensions, and theories of gravity in d +2
dimensional anti-de Sitter space (AdSd+2).
An intuitive picture of the correspondence is provided by the picture of a d-
dimensional D-brane of string theory shown in Fig. 19. The low energy limit of the
String theory near 
a D-brane
depth of
entanglement
D-dimensional
space
Emergent direction
of AdSd+2
d
Fig. 19. A D-brane in string theory. The strings end on a d-dimensional spatial surface. The blue
circles represent the particles of quantum matter.
string theory is a CFT-(d + 1), representing the quantum matter we are interested
in. The strings move in AdSd+2, and can be seen as the source of long-range en-
tanglement in the quantum matter. This is highlighted by the similarity between
Fig. 19 and the tensor network representation of entanglement99,100 in Fig. 20. In
this connection, the emergent spatial direction of AdSd+2 is seen to represent the
depth of entanglement between the quantum matter degrees of freedom.101 The
Ryu-Takayanagi formula102 for the entanglement entropy (Fig. 21) also emerges
from this connection via a computation of the entanglement entropy from the ten-
sor network.
The early applications of gauge-gravity duality to condensed matter physics103
addressed issues related to the T>0 quantum-critical dynamics (Fig 15) of con-
formal quantum matter; these have been reviewed recently elsewhere.75 Here, I will
brieﬂy describe recent ideas on its application to compressible quantum matter.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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depth of
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Tensor network representation of entanglement
  of a CFT-(d+1) d
depth of 
entanglement
Fig. 20. Pictorial tensor network representation (from Ref. 101) of entanglement on a lattice
model of quantum degrees of freedom represented by the open circles in the top row.
r
Emergent holographic direction
A
Area of 
minimal surface 
equals 
entanglement
entropy
Fig. 21. Computation of the entanglement entropy deﬁned in Fig. 7 of region A. The Ryu-
Takayanagi formula equates SE to the area of the minimal surface enclosing region A in the
gravity theory.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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Let us take as our objective the determination of the gravity dual of the theory
in Eq. (7) describing non-zero density fermions coupled to a gauge ﬁeld. As argued
by ’t Hooft,104 such duals are obtained in a suitable large N limit. In the condensed
matter latter literature, the fermion ψ is endowed with Nf ﬂavors and the large Nf
has been intensively examined.86–98 At leading order in 1/Nf in d = 2, computations
from Eq. (12) show that the fermion Green’s function is modiﬁed from the Fermi
liquid form in Eq. (6) by a singular correction which approaches the non-Fermi
liquid scaling structure in Eq. (8); schematically, this correction is of the form
G
−1
ψ ≈ ω − vFq + i
c
Nf
ω2/3, (15)
which exhibits the z =3 /2 scaling discussed below Eq. (12). Note that the term
of Eq. (15) which is most singular in the low energy limit has a prefactor of 1/Nf.
This is dangerous, and leads to a breakdown in the bare Feynman graph structure
of the 1/Nf expansion;94,95 even at ﬁrst order in 1/Nf, it is necessary to at least
sum all planar graphs.
So let us consider an alternative case76,105–107 where the gauge group is SU(Nc),
and we take the fermions ψ to transform under the adjoint representation of SU(Nc).
Then, an analysis of the Feynman graph expansion shows that the low loop contri-
butions to the Nc →∞theory have the same low frequency structure as in Eq. (15)
in d = 2, but without suppression of the singular terms by powers of 1/Nc:
G
−1
ψ ≈ ω − vFq + i˜ cω2/3. (16)
This indicates that the Feynman graph counting of powers of 1/Nc holds in the Nc →
∞ limit, and is identical to that in the classic paper by ’t Hooft.104 Consequently,
even at non-zero density and in the critical low energy theory, the 1/Nc expansion
is an expansion in powers of the genus of the surface deﬁned by the double-line
Feynman graphs. By the arguments of ’t Hooft,104 we can reasonably hope that the
Nc →∞theory is described by a dual gravity theory. Furthermore, given the issues
with the 1/Nf expansion noted above, the Nc →∞limit appears to be suited to
capture the physics of condensed matter systems.
Now, we will constrain the background metric of this hypothetical gravity theory
by general scaling arguments.106 We represent the d-dimensional spatial displace-
ment by dx, time displacement by dt, the emergent direction by dr, and proper
distance on the holographic space by ds. We are interested in states with a low
energy scaling symmetry, and so we demand that the low energy metric obey
x → ζ x
t → ζz t
ds → ζθ/dds. (17)
under rescaling by a factor ζ.T h i sd e ﬁ n e sz as the dynamic critical exponent, and we
now argue that θ is the violation of hyperscaling exponent which was deﬁned earlierMay 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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by Eq. (10). Using translation and rotational invariance in space, and translational
invariance in time, we deduce the metric
ds2 =
1
r2
￿
−
dt2
r2d(z−1)/(d−θ) + r2θ/(d−θ)dr2 + dx2
￿
, (18)
as the most general solution to (17) modulo prefactors and reparametrization in-
variance in r. For our choice of the co-ordinates in (18), r transforms as
r → ζ(d−θ)/dr. (19)
Now let us take this gravity theory to a temperature T>0. This thermal state
requires a horizon, and let us assume the horizon appears at r = rH. The entropy
density of this thermal state, S, will be proportional to the spatial area of the
horizon, and so from Eq. (18) we have S ∼ r
−d
H . Now T scales as 1/t, and so from
Eqs. (17) and (19) we deduce r
−d
H ∼ T(d−θ)/z and so S ∼ T(d−θ)/z, which matches
the deﬁnition in Eq. (10). This justiﬁes our identiﬁcation of the θ appearing in
Eq. (18) as the violation of hyperscaling exponent.106,108–115
With this gravitational deﬁnition of z and θ, we can now obtain additional
properties of these exponents which should also apply to the dual ﬁeld theory.
Remarkably, there is no known derivation of these properties directly from the ﬁeld
theory. We expect Eq. (18) to be a solution of the analog of Einstein’s equations in
some gravitational theory; so it is reasonable to impose the null energy condition,108
and this yields the important inequality106
z ≥ 1+
θ
d
. (20)
As a ﬁnal general property of the quantum matter which can be computed directly
from the holographic metric in Eq. (18), we turn to the entanglement entropy. This
can be computed, via the Ryu-Takayanagi formula,102 by computing the minimal
surface area of Fig 21, and we ﬁnd106,108
SE ∼



P, for θ<d− 1
P lnP, for θ = d − 1
Pθ/(d−1) , for θ>d− 1
(21)
where P is the surface area (i.e. the perimeter in d = 2) of region A, as in Eq. (2).
Note that the ‘area law’ of entanglement entropy is obeyed only for θ<d− 1. The
regime θ>d− 1 has strong violations of the area law, and so this is unlikely to
represent a generic local quantum ﬁeld theory.
Note that here we deﬁned z and θ as exponents which appear in the metric
of the gravitation theory in Eq. (18). However, as we have shown above, they also
have independent deﬁnitions in terms of the boundary quantum theory via Eq. (10).
One of the important consequences of the gravitational deﬁnition is that we are now
able to conclude that these exponents obey the inequality Eq. (20), and constrain
the entanglement entropy as in Eq. (21). No independent ﬁeld-theoretic derivation
of these results is known. Indeed, Eqs. (20) and (21) may be taken as necessary
conditions for the existence of a reasonable gravity dual of the ﬁeld theory.May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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So far, our gravitational scaling analysis has been very general, and could apply
to any dual critical theory. We now compare to the results of the ﬁeld theoretic
analysis discussed in Section 4 for the non-Fermi liquid state of fermions coupled
to a gauge ﬁeld. We use the temperature dependence of the thermal entropy to ﬁx
the value of θ = d − 1 found in Eq. (11). The combination of Eqs. (18) and (11) is
then the metric of the hypothetical gravitational dual106,108 description of strongly
interacting compressible quantum matter, such as that realized by the Nc →∞
limit of the theory in Eq. (7) with an SU(Nc) gauge ﬁeld and fermions in the
adjoint representation of SU(Nc).
This proposal, and in particular the value of θ in Eq. (11), can now be subjected
to a number of tests:
• In d = 2, we have θ = 1 from Eq. (11), and so from Eq. (20) the gravity
dual theory requires z ≥ 3/2. Remarkably, the lower bound, z =3 /2, is
the value obtained from the weak-coupling ﬁeld theory analysis extended
to three loops,95 as we discussed below Eq. (12).
• We see from Eq. (21) that for the value of θ in Eq. (11), there is logarith-
mic violation of the area law,108 as expected for a system with a Fermi
surface.32,116
• The metric in Eq. (18) appears as a solution117–119 of a class of Einstein-
Maxwell-dilaton theories. In this realization, there is a non-zero charge den-
sity ￿Q￿ on the d-dimensional boundary, and the compressibility d￿Q￿/dµ
is non-zero.
• A complete computation of the entanglement entropy in the Einstein-
Maxwell-dilaton theory yields the following expression for the entanglement
entropy106
SE = λ￿Q￿(d−1)/dP lnP, (22)
A key feature106 is that the dependence upon the shape of region A is only
through the value of P, and the prefactor λ is independent of the shape or
any other geometric of property of region A: this matches the characteristics
of the entanglement entropy of a spherical Fermi surface.116,120
• The value of λ in Eq. (22), by a variant of the attractor mechanism,121–123
is independent of all ultraviolet details of the gravity theory,106 and SE
depends only upon the value of ￿Q￿ as shown. This supports the conclusion
that the prefactor of the entanglement entropy of a non-Fermi liquid is
universal, as it is believed to be for an interacting Fermi liquid.116
• We expect a Luttinger relation for the volume of the ‘hidden’ Fermi surface,
with ￿Q￿ ∼ kd
F.T h e nt h ekF dependence of Eq. (22) is that expected for a
Fermi surface: this can be viewed as indirect evident for the Luttinger rela-
tion.106 In this manner, the Luttinger relation, which is one of the deepest
results of condensed matter physics, is surprisingly connected to two fun-
damental features of the holographic theory: Gauss’ Law and the attractor
mechanism.106,124May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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• Refs. 106,125 also studied the transition of the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton
theory to a state with partial conﬁnement, in which there were additional
Fermi surfaces of gauge-neutral particles. The resulting state is analogous
to the ‘fractionalized Fermi liquid’ of Kondo and Hubbard models.78,126 It
was found106 that the holographic entanglement entropy of this partially
conﬁned state was given by Eq. (22) but with ￿Q￿ → ￿Q − Qconf￿,w h e r e
￿Qconf￿ is the density associated with the Fermi surfaces of gauge-neutral
particles. If we now use Eq. (22) to ﬁx the kF of the hidden Fermi surfaces of
gauge-dependent particles just as above, then we see that the Luttinger re-
lation for ￿Q￿ equates it to the sum of the gauge-neutral and gauge-charged
Fermi surfaces, again as expected from the gauge theory analysis.126
Clearly, it would be useful to ultimately obtain evidence for the wavevector kF of the
hidden Fermi surfaces by the spatial modulation of some response function. Short
of such conﬁrmation, the above tests do provide strong evidence for the presence
of a hidden Fermi surface in such gravity theories of compressible quantum matter.
These gravity theories appear as solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theo-
ries117–119 which contain only bosonic degrees of freedom; so they may be viewed
as analogs of the ‘bosonization’ of the Fermi surface.127–133May 23, 2012 0:24 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9.75in x 6.5in sachdev˙solvay5
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